The beginning of the meeting included all of the Season 4 Contingency Group members reviewing the purpose of the contingency groups, as well as limitations that will most likely guide some of the decisions ahead. Those limitations include gathering sizes, health protocols, financial limitations and possibly travel limitations.

In our tennis specific group, we reviewed what was discussed at our last meeting including practice modifications and priorities for culminating weeks. Our focus this meeting was possible travel concerns and what it might look like for tennis if we were to look at a more regional model. With gathering limitations, there may be some challenges with holding large tournaments, including the state tournament in its current format.

One idea that was presented included more of a team tournament like format. A format idea was shared with the OSAA from a local head coach. The format shared was just a format to look at and get ideas from on what a possible team tournament format could look like if we were to look at a more regional model. Would a team tournament format be a better option for a regional model if regular league play was not able to be played? Could a regional team tournament model allow for more local competition? Coaches and athletic directors discussed the positives and negatives in the model. One question that was brought up was whether or not there would still be the ability to do an individual tournament model, maybe even within the regional area as well.

Future Meetings:

- To be determined